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"accessed" compared to what is explicitly mentioned [4]. Capturing individual knowledge so that it can
be understood and applied by an entire organization or society is a key objective of most knowledge
management (KM) initiatives. As a result, many tools and architectures outline a specific process or
technology for organizing large quantities of knowledge so that it can be indexed and disseminated
back to its audience. The concern about the instrwnents or technology of communication has always
been central to concerns about information and knowledge.

The main objectives for the development of SARS Knowledge Portal are:

1. To enable users to share knowledge in secure environment, by online forum or discussion group
and chat room

2. To produce and distribute essential information, latest news and report about the deadly SARS
viruses.

3. To make the portal as a one stop source of information and knowledge remurces about the 'main
topic of SARS.

4. To give users a better understanding and awareness by implementing multimedia element with the
integration of Rich Intcrnet Applications Technology.

SARS KNOWLEDGE PORTAL

SARS Knowledge Portal that will be developed consists of several important features:

• Forum and discussion board- provides and displays discussions on any L3sues related to SARS
among the user of the system. Medical consultants will be invited to share their opinions and
experiences regarding the diseases. In order to avoid any abuse on the topics posted, the system
administrator will filter the conversation between the users of the portal. All informative and
experience-based information will then be archived in the system database so that any questions
regarding the specific topics that have been discussed could be sorted and retrieved efficiently by
the system. The fomm will also meant for commlmicating latest news in a relevant and timely
maImer.

• Registration - The system will be providing a registration form to be filled by potential new users
in order to register them with the biographical database. The new user is required to fill their
particular details, user id and password. The personal information will be used for security control
and analysis of the frequency of user who login to the system.

• E-Commerce - the e-commerce section will put 011 view the products, whereby users only need to
browse and plump for the product tllat they need.

The following issues are in need of consideration to ensure the successfulnes:; of SARS Knowledge e
Portal:

• Measure the impact to society - The point of knowledge management in tlle society is to transfonn
the information-based society to knowledge-based society. We need to find ways to ensure this
happens by disseminating peoples experiences with SARS so that other people will take early
precautions as compare to the situation where the society have to wait for some time before
research result re:garding the disease being exposed out by government agency. How we could
reduce the numbers of people from being infected by SARS virus and the amount of times that
could also be reduced to get government approval on information regarding SARS are the
questions, which will be the real measures that will show the value of SARS Knowledge Portal
initiative.

• Rewards Knowledge Sharing - In most companies, we get benefit by hiding what we know.
Trouble is, hiding knowledge leads to duplication of energy and of cour~e, money. We need to
teach new, collaborative behaviours, and that's where rewards come in. For example, we will
implement a website that allows people to access discussion group, pract.ce-group profiles, and
latest news and even e-mail exchanges relevant to current issues on SARS. The big challenge is to
get people to share their knowledge on the Internet. We will create a "To:p Ten" list of the most
frequently accessed contributions. Being on the list gave the contributors recognition for his ideas
or experiences.
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INTEGRATION OF RlA TECHNOLOGY WITH SARS KNOWLEDGE
PORTAL

The rationale of integrating SARS Knowledge Portal with RIA technology is that the technology has
big potential in Asia when more organizations in the region learn of its benefits in increasing the Web
experience of their online customers and help to reduce costs. Altbough RIA is well suited to e
commerce application such as online reservation and banking, potential for the technology in e
learning and tool for knowledge delivery strategies is undeniable. Combining fealures such as
responsiveness and intuitiveness of a desktop application with ease and cost of deployment of a Web
application, RIA provides intelligence at a user's desktop, thus allowing it to peJiorm several
processing tasks in an online environment [5]. This helps reduce use of bandwidth and processing job
done at the back- end systems, namely server and database, which translates into cost cutting for
managing the web portal. At the same time, the user benefits from improved Web experietlce with RIA,
which overcomes the click-and-wait experience due to submitting multiple hypertext m.aIlmp language
(HTML) pages to surf for relevant information on SARS. Forum and discussion board will be fitted
nicely with other relevant information so that it will all be in one page or four pages at most.
Macromedia MX was the first complete family of products and technologies designed to work together
to deliver Rich Internet Applications. RIA(s) take advantage of interactive or rich client technology to
offer more intuitive, responsive, and effective user experiences on the web. They merge the interactive
user experiences of desktop applications with the deployment flexibility and cost profile of traditional
web applications to invent a single, integrated user experience.

CONCLUSION

SARS Knowledge Portal perhaps would be a one-stop solution for people who want to have extra and
timely information, news, technologies and knowledge related to SARS. The portal would ease in
realizing the importance of knowledge about this jeopardized disease. Utilization of the Internet
enables· users to access the application regardless of the location and time. Consequently, it will be
easily adaptable and obliquely a time saver. If done right, KM is supposed to create a more
collaborative environment, cut down on duplication of effort and encourage knowledge sharing
saving time and money in the process. The problem is, in many cases KM devolved into a purely
technical process, resulting in expensive web-based application sitting unused by oblivic'1ls, fearful or
resentful Internet uses. Knowledge Management is an evolving discipline that can be affected by riew
technologies and best practices, but there are some things that we do know for sure [61. There is a
systematic approach to successfully implementing knowledge management together with web portal if
we could analyze what are we trying to achieve, map out a strategy, garner support from the institution
and have a way to measure it, and then we are much more likely to be successful.
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